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Squeezing lubrication films: Layering transition for curved solid surfaces
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The properties of an atomic lubricant confined between two approaching solids are investigated by
a model that accounts for the curvature and elastic properties of the solid surfaces. Well defined
atomic layers develop in the lubricant film when the width of the film is of the order of a few atomic
diameters. An external squeezing-pressure induces discontinuous, thermally activated changes in the
numbern of lubricant layers. The precise mechanism for theselayering transitionsdepends onn,
and on the lubricant-surface pinning barriers. Thus, in the absence of sliding, unpinned or weakly
pinned incommensurate lubricant layers give rise to fast and complete layering transitions. Strongly
pinned incommensurate and commensurate layers give rise to sluggish and incomplete
transformations, resulting in trapped islands. In particular, for commensurate layers it is often not
possible to squeeze out the last few lubricant layers. However, lateral sliding of the two solid
surfaces breaks down the pinned structures, greatly enhancing the rate of the layering transitions. In
the case of sliding, an important parameter is the barrier for sliding one lubricant layer with respect
to the others. When this barrier is larger than the lubricant-surface pinning barrier, the lubricant film
tends to move like a rigid body with respect to the solid surface. In the opposite case, slip events
may occur both within the lubricant film and at the lubricant–solid interface, making the
squeeze-out process much more complex. In some of the simulations we observe an intermediate
phase, forming immediately before the layering transition. This transient structure has a lower 2D
density than the initial phase, and allows the system to release elastic energy, which is the driving
force for the phase transformation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sliding friction is one of the oldest problems in physic
and has undoubtedly a huge practical importance.1 In recent
years, the ability to produce durable low-friction surfac
and lubricant fluids has become an important factor in
miniaturization of moving components in technologically a
vanced devices. For those applications, the interest is
cused on the stability under pressure of thin lubricant film
since the complete squeeze out of the lubricant from an
terface may give rise to cold-welded junctions, resulting
high friction and catastrophically large wear.

Recently, a large number of computer simulations a
analytical studies of simple models have been presen
with the aim to gain insight into the atomistic origin of slid
ing friction. All the computer simulations we are aware
have used flat surfaces, represented by thin~5–20 Å! solid
layers, which could not account for long range elastic effe
~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. However, all experiments related t
boundary lubrication and sliding friction measured the pro
erties of curved surfaces of mesoscopic or macroscopic
mensions, for which the elastic response to external force
an essential feature. For example, in the surface fo
apparatus,3 very thin mica sheets are glued onto two cyli
9520021-9606/2000/112(21)/9524/19/$17.00
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drical glass rods. By bringing the cylinders~rotated by 90°
relative to each other! in contact, a common interface i
formed, whose shape and size is determined by the ela
deformation of the two solids. Curved surfaces are,
course, also involved in almost every real life sliding syste
since even nominally flat surfaces have defects and asp
ties, and the contact between two macroscopic bodies
always occur in a number of discrete areas~typically of mi-
crometer size!, as illustrated in Fig. 1. For very smooth su
faces, the asperities will mainly deform elastically, i.e., ne
ligible plastic deformation will occur.

In this work we introduce a model that takes into a
count the effect oflong range elasticity, and we apply it to
study the boundary lubrication forcurved solid surfaces. In
particular, we investigate the squeezing of molecular t
lubrication films, focusing on the nature of then→n21 lay-
ering transition~wheren is the number of layers of lubrica
tion atoms between the solid surfaces!, that occurs with in-
creasing applied pressure. In addition, we study
combined effect of squeezing and sliding. We find that, d
ing sliding, the layering transition takes place at lower pr
sure than in the absence of sliding, i.e., it is easier to sque
out the lubricant from the interfacial region when the tw
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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9525J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 21, 1 June 2000 Layering transitions for curved solid surfaces
surfaces slide relative to each other. In another article,
shall apply the same computational method used in
present work to study sliding friction and bounda
lubrication.4

II. QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION

In order to highlight the global picture emerging fro
the simulation results reported below, we present in this s
tion a qualitative discussion of the behavior of a lubrica
layer wetting two approaching solid surfaces, and a summ
of our simulation results.

We first consider two flat surfaces of finite extensio
separated by a thick (@100 Å) layer of a fluid lubricant~see
Fig. 2!. Under these conditions, an arbitrary small appl
pressure is able to reduce the separation of the two s
surfaces, provided the lubricant can flow away from the
gion of closest approach. This process can be describe
the Navier–Stokes equations, and one finds that the mo
of a circular disk of diameterD, pushed towards a flat sub
strate by an applied pressureP, is described by the relation
~see, e.g., Ref. 1!

1

h2~ t !
2

1

h2~0!
5

16tP

3mD2 ,

whereh(t) is the time dependent separation between the
parallel surfaces, andm is the viscosity of the fluid.

However, even for ideally flat surfaces, this formu
typically breaks down when the separation of the two s
faces approaches the length scale set by;10 times the di-
ameter of the lubricant atoms or molecules. For smaller se
rations, the properties of the lubricant layer cannot
described by the macroscopic parameters characterizing
bulk fluid, since the solid surfaces induce layering in t

FIG. 1. Contact between two blocks with rough surfaces.

FIG. 2. A circular disk~diameterD) squeezed against a flat substrate in
fluid.
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direction away from the surfaces, and the corrugation of
solid walls induces a 2D-ordering in the nearest layers
lubricant molecules, thus modifying their response to the
plied pressure.3,5,6 This ordering can be so strong that th
lubricant film acquires a solid-like character, and develop
shear resistance that is at the origin of the static friction fo
observed even for lubricated interfaces. Finally, in the lim
of very small separation between the two solid surfaces, s
cific lubricant-surface interactions dominate. For most lub
cants, the binding to the solid surfaces is stronger than
intermolecular forces in the lubricant itself, and, as a con
quence, it is often observed that it is difficult, or even impo
sible, to squeeze out the last one or two lubricant monolay
simply by increasing the perpendicular pressure. The dif
ence in the binding free energy~per unit area!, between a
lubricant molecule bound to the solid surfaces and in
bulk liquid lubricant is quantified by the spreading pressu
p0 ~see, e.g., Ref. 1!.

It is important to notice that this qualitative picture
valid for almost every solid interface, even if no lubrica
has been intentionally added, since most real surfaces
covered by organic contaminants which have an effect v
similar to that of added lubricants.

In the case of two curved elastic surfaces, the lubric
in the region of closest approach is in contact with the l
pressure reservoirs represented by the regions with la
separation. For molecular thin lubrication films, with increa
ing pressure the width of the lubricant film in the regions
closest approach is reduced by discontinuous steps, co
sponding to the reduction in the number of 2D lubrica
layers at the interface. The elimination of each layer sta
with the nucleation of a 2D void that progressively grows
ejecting atoms into the low pressure regions.7 The void for-
mation is a thermally activated process that can be descr
by concepts borrowed from classical nucleation theory. C
sider, e.g., a double layer and assume that the lubricant
a 2D-fluid state. Due to a thermal fluctuation, a small hole
radiusR can be formed in the lubrication film, as indicated
Fig. 3. The free energy cost to form the hole is 2pRG
1pR2p0, where the first term is due to the broken bonds
the periphery of the hole~G is a line tension! and the second
term represents the work done against the spreading pres
p0 in the film. On the other hand, the formation of the ho
triggers the surface relaxation of the elastic solid, as ill
trated in Fig. 3. It can be proved that the gain in elas
energy is proportional toR3, thus leading to the following
expression for the free energy changeU(R) associated to the
void:

U~R!52pRG1pR2p02aR3,

wherea'CP2/E, E is the elastic modulus of the confinin
solids, andC is a number of order unity~see Ref. 7!. This
function has the form shown in Fig. 4. Note that there is
barrier towards nucleating the layering transition, cor
sponding to the free energy costU(Rc) to form the critical
nucleus of radiusRc , identified by the condition:U8(Rc)
50. The dependence ofa on P reported above implies tha
the barrier decreases with increasing pressure. For temp
turesT.0 K, the nucleation of the layering transition occu
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9526 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 21, 1 June 2000 B. N. J. Persson and P. Ballone
via a thermal fluctuation, with a ratew given by w
5w0 exp@2U(Rc)/kBT#, where the prefactorw0 is determined
by the nature of the thermal fluctuations leading to the v
~see Ref. 7!.

We note that in many practical situations the nucleat
of the layering transition may occur at some ‘‘weak’’ poi
between the surfaces where imperfections, e.g., foreign
sorbates~like water or some organic contamination!, may
locally reduce the spreading pressure~which can even be-
come negative, i.e., nonwetting!. This has been observed i
some experiments where the layering transitions start rep
edly at the same point in the contact area.8 This situation is
obviously similar to that for three-dimensional system
where the formation of a new phase, e.g., solidification of
undercooled liquid, usually starts at ‘‘impurities’’ or at oth
anomalous points~dust particles, ions, surfaces, etc.!.

FIG. 3. Interface between two elastic solids separated by a lubricant bila
The solids are squeezed together by the pressureP. The gray particles
denote the lubricant atoms and the unfilled circles the bottom and top la
of atoms of the block and the substrate, respectively. Note the relaxatio
the elastic solids into the small void: this state represents the critical nuc
for the layering transitionn52→1.

FIG. 4. The dependence of the free energyU(R) on the radiusR of the
void. Note that the barrier height for nucleating the layering transition
creases with increasing pressure.
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The assumption of a 2D fluid state for the lubricant lay
is often not justified in practice, as indicated by a nonvani
ing static friction force measured at most interfaces. Inste
as discussed above, the lubrication film is partly or entir
in a solid-like state, which can be either commensurate
incommensurate with the underlying solid surfaces~see Fig.
5!, and sometimes it is in a glassy state. Even in these ca
the thinning of the interface occurs in steps, and the layer
transition starts by the nucleation of a small ‘‘hole’’~stress-
aided activated process!. However, the squeeze-out kinetic
depends on the precise state of the lubricant layers. For s
surfaces separated by unpinned or weakly pinned~incom-
mensurate! lubrication layers, fast and complete layerin
transitions occur. Commensurate or strongly pinned inco
mensurate layers lead to sluggish and incomplete transiti
possibly leaving islands trapped in the contact region. In fa
for commensurate layers we observe that it is nearly imp
sible to squeeze out the last few layers simply by increas
the perpendicular pressure. However, the squeeze-out ra
enhanced by lateral sliding, since, in this case, the lubric
film can turn into a disordered or fluid state, facilitating th
ejection of an entire layer.

In our study, we simulate the late stages of the appro
of two solid surfaces, wetted by an atomic lubricant~whose
parameters are modeled on Xe!, and forming a curved inter-
face. Our simulation reproduces the step-like evolution of
parameters characterizing the interface, corresponding to
discontinuous change in the numbern of lubricant layers in
the region of shortest separation.

We observe that the nucleation of the voids, leading
then→n21 transition, occurs by a thermally activated pr
cess, and we study the dependence of the transformatio
netics on the corrugation of the two solid surfaces, on te
perature, and on the relative perpendicular and transve
~sliding! velocity of the two solid surfaces. In particular, w
simulate three different types of solids, characterized by
ferent surface corrugation, giving rise to two incommens
rate hexagonal lubricant layers@case~A! and ~B!#, and to a
commensurate interface@case~C!#.

r.
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-

FIG. 5. Incommensurate and commensurate lubricant monolayers a
interface between two solids.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9527J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 21, 1 June 2000 Layering transitions for curved solid surfaces
In some cases, immediatelybefore the layering transi-
tion, we observe the formation of a transient phase in
lubrication film, which has the effect of reducing the numb
of atoms in the region of closest contact, and opens the
for then→n21 layering transition. Thus, in model A and
studied below the Xe atoms normally form incommensur
hexagonal layers for which the concentration of atoms wit
the planes is maximal, with, however, a relatively large se
ration between the planes. In this case we observe a tra
tion from hexagonal to fcc~100! planes, conserving the num
ber of lubricant layers. Since the density of Xe atoms in
fcc~100! layers is smaller than in the original hexagon
planes, this phase transformation reduces the number o
bricant atoms in the high pressure contact region, and
hances the mobility of the atoms. Moreover, the separa
between the fcc~100! planes is smaller than between th
original hexagonal layers, and the solid surfaces move clo
to each other. As a result, the observed transformation
duces the elastic energy of the system. On the other hand
decrease of the number of lubricant molecules in con
with the solid walls@as a result of the lower 2D concentr
tion of Xe atoms in the fcc~100! layers# implies a loss of
Xe-solid adsorption energy. The balance between these
opposite tendencies depends on the strength of the ap
pressure: for sufficiently high pressure the transformation
to take place, provided it is not preempted by the layer
transition. We observed that the nucleation of then→n21
transition closely follows the appearance of the fcc~100!
structure, probably because the decrease of the 2D Xe
sity favors the fluctuations leading to the (n21) ‘‘critical
hole.’’ Once it is formed, this hole grows rapidly, while th
remaining (n21) fcc~100! layers revert back to the hexago
nal structure.

Figure 6 illustrates schematically the variation of the fr
energy as a function of the separationd between the solid
surfaces. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the
when the film undergoes the transformation discussed ab
and when it is inhibited, respectively.

A second interesting result of our simulation is the o
servation~recently reproduced in experiments9! of an incom-

FIG. 6. The free energy as a function of the separationd between the solid
surfaces at the interface~schematic!.
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plete squeeze-out resulting in 2D islands trapped between
approaching surfaces. Thus, as an example, we describe
low a pinned incommensurate Xe film displaying an inco
pleten52→1 transition, leaving behind a trappedn52 is-
land surrounded by then51 area. We point out that we
never observed such an incomplete transition in the cas
which lateral sliding is superimposed to squeezing: in t
case the effect of pinning is reduced. In general, in our sim
lations we observe that it is much easier to squeeze out
lubrication films during sliding and squeezing, as compa
to only squeezing. This observation is also in agreement w
experiment.

Finally, let us comment on the influence on intralub
cant forces, and, in particular, on the importance of the f
energy barriers for sliding the lubricant layers with respec
each other. First, we observe that these barriers tend to
large, because all the lubricant atoms have the same size
therefore, the lubricant layers are commensurate and pin
to each other. When these lubricant–lubricant sliding ba
ers are larger than the barriers to slide the lubricant on
solid surfaces, we find that during the combined squeeze
and sliding there is no slip between the lubricant layers,
the total slip occurs only at the solid–lubricant interfaces.
other words, the lubricant film tends to move as a single u
relative to the solid surfaces. For the model we study bel
this implies that during then52→1 squeeze-out, if then
51 area expands in the positive~negative! x-direction with
the velocityv, then the bilayer moves to the right with th
speedv51/2 and there is no slip between the two layers~see
Fig. 7!. Similarly, if we consider then53→2 transition, the
trilayers have to move with the speedv/3. This behavior is
observed for models~A! and ~B! below ~where the adsor-
bates form incommensurate layers which are unpinned
weakly pinned by the substrate!, but not for model~C!
~where a commensurate layer is formed! where the squeeze
out ~which now only occur during sliding! is much more
complex.

III. MODEL

We are concerned with the properties of a lubricant fi
squeezed between the curved surfaces of two elastic so

FIG. 7. If the lubricant film experiences a weak pinning force at the sol
lubricant interface, then during squeeze-out the lubricant film moves
rigid unit with a velocity which, for the bilayer and trilayers, is half an
one-third of the squeeze-out front velocity, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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In experiments, a system of this type is obtained by glu
two elastic slabs~of thicknessW1 andW2) to ‘‘rigid’’ sur-
face profiles of arbitrary shape. If the radius of curvatures
the rigid surfaces are large compared toW1 and W2 , the
elastic slabs will deform, reproducing with their free surfac
the ~nearly arbitrary! shape of the underlying rigid profiles

To account for the elastic response of the slabs, with
dealing with the large number of atoms required to simul
a mesoscopic elastic solid, in our model we treat at the
mistic level only the last few atomic layers of the solids
the interface. The force constants connecting these atom
the underlying solid, however, are not the bare paramet
determined by the model interatomic potential. Instead, th
force constants are treated as effective parameters tha
plicitly reintroduce the elastic response of the slabs of a
trary width W1 andW2 .

The resulting model is illustrated in Fig. 8. The atoms
the bottom layer of the block~open circles! form a simple
square lattice with lattice constanta, and lateral dimension
Lx5Nxa andLy5Nya. In the following, periodic boundary
conditions are assumed in thexy plane. The atoms interac
with each other via ‘‘stiff’’ springs~thick lines! of bending
force constantk0B and stretching force constantk0 . More-
over, each atom is connected to the upper rigid surface
file by ‘‘soft’’ elastic springs, of bending force constantk1B

and stretching force constantk1 .
The numerical value of all these force constantsk0 , k0B ,

k1 , and k1B are determined in such a way to mimic th
elastic response of the entire slab. If we apply a shear st
s to the slab, the resulting straine is given by s52Ge,
whereG5E/2(11n) is the shear modulus,E is the elastic
modulus, andn the Poisson ratio. If we write the shear stra
as e5D/2a then s5k0BD/a25GD/a and we get k0B

5Ga. Similarly, we obtain thatk05Ea. Next, let us con-
sider an elastic slab of thicknessW. If we apply a shear
stresss, we get the relative displacementx so that the strain
is e5x/2W. Thuss5Gx/W which must equalk1Bx/a2 and
hencek1B5Ga2/W. In a similar way one can obtaink1

FIG. 8. Schematic picture of the central region of the squeezing model
in the present article.
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5Ea2/W.
The substrate is treated in a similar way as the block

our simulations, we shall assume that the block is movi
while the bottom surface of the substrate if fixed in spac

Between the block and substrate we assume a la
~monolayer or more! of lubrication atoms, which interac
with each other via Lennard-Jones pair potentials:

v~r !54e0F S r 0

r D 12

2S r 0

r D 6G .
The parameters (e0 ,r 0) have been chosen to describe X
We also assume that the lubrication atoms interact with
atoms of the solid surfaces via Lennard-Jones pair poten
but with different parameters (e1 ,r 1). In the Appendix we
present the basic equations we have used in the comp
simulations.

In the simulations presented below we assume that
elastic properties of the solids correspond~approximately! to
steel. That is, we useE5131011N/m2 ~elastic modulus!, n
50.3 ~Poisson ratio!, and r55096 kg/m3 ~mass density!.
The block is 100 Å thick and has a cosine corrugation alo
thex direction, while the substrate is flat and consists of j
one monolayer of atoms. The parameters for the interac
among the lubricant atoms (e0520 meV, r 054 Å, and the
atomic mass 100! correspond to Xenon.

Computations have been done for three different cas
~A! r 151.087r 052a,
~B! r 151.1r 051.375a,
~C! r 151.1r 05a,

wherea is the common lattice constant of the block and t
substrate. In all three cases we assumee153e0560 meV. In
models~A! and ~B!, we adoptNx5200, Ny530, while for
model ~C! we useNx5150, Ny525.

Figure 9 shows the potential energy~in eV! ~top! and the
equilibrium height~in units of the substrate lattice consta
a) ~bottom! for a Xe atom displaced over the substrate fro
an on-top site, over the hollow site, to another on-top s
~see inset!. The curves denoted by~A!, ~B!, and~C! are for
the three different adsorbate–substrate interactions desc
above. The Xe atoms binds strongest in the hollow sites
weakest in the on-top sites. The binding energy in the holl
site is EB50.91, 0.46, and 0.3 eV for cases~A!, ~B!, and
~C!, respectively, and the overall corrugation in the bindi
potential energy surface equals 1.2%, 13%, and 39%, res
tively. The fluctuation in the height of the Xe atom betwe
the hollow and on-top site is 0.012a, 0.08a, and 0.2a in
cases~A!, ~B!, and~C!, respectively. We note that when a
adsorbate layer is confined at high pressure between
solid surfaces, the effective barrier for diffusion will strong
increase. Nevertheless, even in this case, the qualitative
ference between the cases~A!, ~B!, and~C! exhibited in Fig.
9 remain unchanged.

At zero temperature, the lubricant atoms form either
commensurate adsorbate structures@case~A! and ~B!# @see
Fig. 10~a!; the block and substrate atoms are not shown# or a
commensurate (131)-structure@case~C!# @see Fig. 10~b!;
the adsorbates occupies the hollow sites on the substr#.

ed
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An incommensurate adsorbate layer is either pinned
unpinned. It has been shown by Aubry10 that pinning occurs
if the amplitude DE of the lateral corrugation of the
adsorbate–substrate interaction potential is larger than a
fective elastic energyE associated with the incommensura
solid layer. Thus, there are two distinct types of incomm
surate configurations, a pinned state forE/DE!1 and an
unpinned state forE/DE@1, and the transition between the
~as a function ofE/DE) is associated with the continuou
phase transition known as ‘‘the breaking of analyticity.’’

FIG. 9. The potential energy~top! and the height above the surface~bottom!
as a function of the lateral position of the Xe atom between ontop-holl
ontop~see inset!. The curves~A!, ~B!, and~C! correspond to three differen
models~see text!.

FIG. 10. High-coverage and low-temperature structures of the lubrican
oms on the substrate. Only the lubricant atoms are shown.~a! is an incom-
mensurate structure formed in models~A! and~B! while ~b! is the commen-
surate (131) structure formed in model~C! ~lubricant atoms occupy the
hollow sites!. See text for details.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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contrast to the periodic substrate potential, one can show
randomlydistributed point defectsalwaysgive rise to pin-
ning, but we will assume a perfect surface in the followi
discussion. In the present case~in the absence of confining
pressure!, the incommensurate structures are unpinned
case~A! and pinned in case~B!.

Figure 11 shows three pictures of increasing magnifi
tion of the model used in the computer simulations. The op
circles in the bottom figure show the top layer of atoms
the substrate~flat surface! and the bottom layer of atoms o
the block ~curved surface!. During most of the simulations
the rigid upper surface of the block moves towards the ri
lower surface of the substrate with a constant velocityvz .

Figure 12 reports the instantaneous perpendicular st
acting on the surface of the substrate at the end of thT
550 K simulation shown in Fig. 14@case~A!#. Note that the
stress is maximal at the center of the contact area. The~large!
fluctuations in the stress result from the irregular therm
motion of the lubrication atoms, and would disappear if t
stress is averaged over a sufficiently long time. The con
between the block and the substrate extends approxima
between240a,x,40a, where a is the substrate lattice
constant.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The general description of the interface behavior
ported on in Sec. II is complemented in this section by

-

t-

FIG. 11. Snapshot pictures of the central region of the junction. The sys
is shown with increasing magnification at an inclined view angle. In
bottom figure the gray particles are the lubrication atoms~Xe! while the
unfilled circles are the bottom layer of atoms on the block and the top la
of atoms of the substrate.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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series of figures, illustrating the major points discussed
Sec. II. We report separately the results for the three ca
~A!, ~B!, and~C! introduced in Sec. III.

A. Incommensurate unpinned layer

We consider first case~A!, where the Xe monolaye
forms an incommensurate structure. The parameters rele
for this case were given above and the~monolayer! equilib-
rium structure in the absence of an applied shear forc
shown in Fig. 10~a!. Note that for a single atom adsorbed o
the substrate the binding energy is highest in the hollow s
(EB50.91 eV) and only 1.2% smaller in the on-top sites,
that the lateral corrugation of the ground state potential
ergy surface in the present case equalsDE511 meV. Since
the substrate lattice constanta52.174 Å is much smaller
than the Xe–Xe equilibrium separation~which is close to
r 054 Å), the incommensurate structure shown in Fig. 10~a!
is indeed expected, and, in the absence of confining pres
the adsorbate layer is unpinned.

Figure 13 shows the average perpendicular stress~or
pressure! acting on the substrate~or block! as a function of
the displacement of the block towards the substrate foT
5300 K. The block and the substrate are initially separa
by about four Xe monolayers. Calculations are presented
two different squeeze velocities,v1'6 m/s andv2'3 m/s,
where~for clarity! the latter curve is displaced towards neg
tive pressure by 0.2 GPa. The initial separation is close
contact and a small wetting bridge is formed between
two surfaces, leading to a weak attraction. The th
‘‘bumps’’ on the curves correspond to the layering tran
tions ~with increasing pressure! n54→3, 3→2, and 2→1.
Note that these transitions are rather abrupt, and that
pressure drops as a result of the squeeze-out of each
monolayer. This drop is due to the fact that the layer
transitions occur so rapidly that the upper surface mo
only a small fraction of the diameter of the Xe monolay
during the squeeze-out of one layer; thus the elastic s
~block! can expand~relax! downwards so that the elast
stress in the block~and hence the pressure at the interface! is

FIG. 12. The instantaneous pressure distribution acting on the substra~or
the block! at the block–substrate interface. The snapshot is obtained a
end of theT550 K simulation shown in Fig. 14.
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reduced. Note that the layering transitions occur at low
pressures for the lower-velocityv2 case: this suggests tha
the squeeze-out is a thermally activated process.

Figure 14 ~top! shows the same as in Fig. 13 for th

heFIG. 13. The dependence of the average pressure on the distance the
surface of the block has moved towards the bottom surface of the subs
Results are shown for two different squeezing velocitiesv1'6 m/s andv2

'3 m/s. For model~A! at T5300 K.

FIG. 14. The dependence of the average pressure~top! and the average Xe
kinetic energy~bottom! on the distance the upper surface of the block h
moved towards the bottom surface of the substrate. Results are show
two different temperaturesT550 K andT5300 K, and with the squeeze
velocity v2'3 m/s. For model~A!.
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FIG. 15. Snapshot pictures during squeeze-out. The time of each snapshot is indicated. For model~A! at T5300 K.
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squeeze velocityvz'3 m/s, and for two different tempera
tures,T550 and 300 K. The bottom figure shows the X
average kinetic energy in temperature units~K!. The T
550 K simulations actually started with theT5300 K ther-
mal equilibrium configuration, but this has no influence
the layering transitions as the temperature in the lubrica
film ~and the solid surfaces! has reachedT550 K long time
before the first (n54→3) transition occurred~see figure!.
The layering transitions occur at higher pressures for lo
temperatures indicating that it is a thermally activated p
cess. Note that at the lowest temperature the lubrication
picks up more kinetic energy during the squeeze-out of
monolayers than at room temperature: this is, at least in p
a result of the higher pressure which acts at the star
squeeze-out in the former case.

Figure 15 shows a sequence of snapshot pictures o
central interface region during squeezing atT5300 K. The
upper surface of the block moves towards the bottom sur
of the substrate with the velocityv2'3 m/s. Note that at
high pressures the block deforms elastically, forming a
area separated from the substrate by a few well-defined
layers. We emphasize that this effect is missing in any mo
that does not account for the long range elasticity of
interface.

Figure 16 shows pictures of the central part of the lub
cation layer for the same system as in Fig. 15, as seen f
the direction of the applied external pressure. Because o
high temperature (T5300 K) the lubrication film is initially
condensed in a liquid state on the solid surfaces~snapshott
520): note the local hexagonal structure~as expected for a
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2D Lennard-Jones fluid! but no long range order occurs. Im
mediately before the layering transitionn53→2 ~snapshot
t5130), the lubrication film in the central region undergo
a phase transformation and now exhibits fcc~100! planes par-
allel to the solid surfaces. Since the fcc~100! plane has a
lower concentration of Xe atoms than the hexagonal la
~assuming the same nearest-neighbor Xe–Xe distance!, a
fraction of the Xe solid binding energy is lost during th
transformation. On the other hand, the solid surfaces
now move closer to each other, since the distance betw
the fcc~100! layers is smaller than between the hexago
layers, and in this way elastic energy is gained. After
phase transformation, the layering transitionn53→2 can
occur much more easily, since density fluctuations~opening
up of a ‘‘hole’’! requires less energy in the more dilu
fcc~100! layers than in the higher density hexagonal laye
Thus the transitionn53→2 occurs rapidly after the trans
formation into the fcc~100! layer structure. After then53
→2 transition, a nearly perfect hexagonal Xe bilayer
formed~see snapshott5140). It is also clear from the figure
that at these high confining pressures the amplitude of
thermal motion of the lubrication atoms is strongly reduce
and the lubrication film appears to be in a solid state eve
T5300 K, a temperature at which it is likely to be in a liqu
state at lower pressure~compare with snapshot att520).
After the transitionn52→1 a single well-ordered hexago
nal Xe monolayer is formed (t5290).

Let us estimate the local pressure necessary for
@hexagonal→fcc~100!# phase transformation. Let us deno
the nearest-neighbor separation between the Xe atoms in
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 16. Snapshot pictures of the lubricant layer during squeeze-out, after removing the block and substrate atoms. For model~A! and temperatureT
5300 K.
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transformed area byb and assume that it had the same va
in the original hexagonal structure~inspection of snapshot
shows that this is a good approximation!. The density of Xe
atoms within the hexagonal and fcc~100! planes aren1

52/(b231/2) and n251/b2, respectively. The distance be
tween the atomic planes in the two cases arel 15(2/3)1/2b
andl 25b/21/2, respectively. If we assume that there aren Xe
layers parallel to the solid walls, then during the phase tra
formation the solid surfaces will approach each other
Dz5(n21)(l 12 l 2). This will result in a gain of elastic en
ergy ofPADz, whereA is the surface area which has unde
gone the transformation. During this transformation the nu
ber of adsorbates in contact with the solids walls w
decrease byDN ~these adsorbates are effectively transfe
into the Xe reservoir outside the contact area!. For n.1 we
get DN52(n12n2)A. The energy required for this remova
process is approximatelyDN(EB22e0). HereEB is the Xe
adsorption energy on a solid wall and 2e0 is ~approximately!
the change in the Xe–Xe interaction energy between an
atom in the liquid reservoir and when it is adsorbed on
solid surface in the interface region. This energy depe
slightly on the exact number of layersn, but this is not
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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important in the present case asEB@e0 . Using the equation
PADz'DN(EB22e0) we obtain

P'23/2
EB22e0

~n21!b3
. ~1!

For n53 this gives in the present caseP'3 GPa which is in
excellent agreement with the observed press
(;2.5 GPa) in the region where the transformation occ
for n53.11 Similarly, for n52, Eq. ~1! gives P'6 GPa
which again is in excellent agreement with the observ
maximum pressure (;5 GPa) at the point where the tran
formation occurs forn52.

Figure 17 shows snapshots of the lubrication film duri
the nucleation of then52→1 squeeze-out. The light an
dark particles denote the two different Xe monolayers. At
5243.6, i.e., immediately before the onset of the squee
out, a fcc~100!-layer region has been formed. In snapshot
5244.2 then52→1 transition has nucleated in the tran
formed region. The layering transition initially spreads ra
idly by converting the fcc~100! layers into the more close
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 17. Snapshot pictures of the lubricant layer for times close to the point where then52→1 squeeze-out transition occurs. For model~A! and temperature
T5300 K.
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packed hexagonal layers. When this process is comple
the squeeze-out occurs by sliding the lubricant slabs rela
to the solid surfaces, as described above.

Figure 18 shows a picture from an inclined view ang
during the nucleation of the squeeze-out. Att5243.9 a small
‘‘hole’’ has just been formed in then52 layer~see Fig. 17!,
which then rapidly expands by converting the fcc~100! layers
into the hexagonal ones.

B. Incommensurate pinned layer

We consider now case~B!, where the Xe monolaye
forms a pinned incommensurate state@see Fig. 10~a!#. The
parameters relevant for this case were given in Sec. III. N
that for a single atom adsorbed on the substrate the bin
energy is highest in the hollow sites (EB50.46 eV) and 13%
smaller in the on-top sites, so that the lateral corrugation
the ground state potential energy surface in the present
equals DE560 meV. The substrate lattice constanta
53.2 Å is much smaller than the equilibrium Xe–Xe sep
ration ~which is close tor 054 Å), resulting in the observed
incommensurate pinned structure. All the results presente
this section are forT5200 K.
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Figure 19~top! shows the average perpendicular stre
~or pressure! acting on the substrate~or block! as a function
of the displacement of the block towards the substrate.
block and the substrate are initially separated by about f
Xe monolayers. Calculations are presented for the squee
velocity vz'4.4 m/s. The upper curve~a! is for zero sliding
velocity (vx50) while the lower curve~b! is for vx

'17.7 m/s. For clarity, the latter curve is displaced towa
negative pressure by 0.2 GPa. Note that, in contrast to
incommensurate case~A!, the larger lateral atomic corruga
tion experienced by the lubrication atoms in the present c
produces a much slower and sluggish squeeze-out, and
very weak bumps can be detected in the upper curve for
n54→3 and n53→2 transitions. ~More well-defined
bumps would occur at lower squeezing velocityvz , but no
such simulation was performed.! Note, however, that the lay
ering transitions start at lower pressures in the present
than in case~A!: this result is perhaps expected because
adsorbate–substrate binding energy~and hence the spreadin
pressure! is much smaller in this case than in case~A!. Thus,
while the lateral corrugation of the adsorbate–substrate
teraction potential has a great influence on the squeeze
velocity, it is much less important for the nucleation of th
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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layering transition, which depends mainly on the adsorba
substrate binding energy via the spreading pressure~see Sec.
II !. The bottom figure shows the average kinetic energy o
Xe atom. The upper curve~a! is for vx50, i.e., without lat-
eral sliding, while the lower curve~b! is for vx'17.7 m/s.
For clarity, the latter curve is displaced towards lower ene
by 30 K. Note that in the present case, because of the s
and sluggish squeeze-out, the maximum kinetic ene
picked up by the Xe atoms during squeeze out is mu
smaller than for the incommensurate case~A!, where the
lateral barrier experienced by the Xe atoms is much lowe

Figure 20 shows a sequence of snapshots of the ce
interface region during squeezing. The upper surface of
block moves towards the substrate with the velocityvz

'4.4 m/s. Note that in the last snapshot picture a trappen
52 island occurs, surrounded by a single Xe monolayer

Figure 21 shows snapshot pictures of the central par
the lubrication layer for the case shown in Fig. 20. Att
5180, a n53 layer occurs and, except for a line defec
within each layer the Xe atoms form a nearly perfect he
agonal structure. Note that att5200, i.e., immediately be-
fore the onset of then53→2 layering transition, the centra
region has changed structure from hexagonal to fcc~100! lay-

FIG. 18. Snapshot pictures, at an inclined view angle, of the central reg
of the system at three time points immediately after then52→1 squeeze-
out transition has nucleated. For model~A! and temperatureT5300 K.
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ers: as discussed earlier, this allows the solid surface
approach each other, and results in a gain of elastic ene
partially compensated by the loss of adsorbate–subs
binding energy. As before, the more open structure of
fcc~100! layers also facilitates the transitionn53→2 as it
allows for greater in-plane density fluctuations. Thus t
transitionn53→2 occurs shortly after the transformation
the Xe film into the fcc~100! layer structure. Immediately
after then53→2 transition, a nearly perfect hexagonal X
bilayer is formed. The sequence of transformations is
peated at higher pressures: immediately before the onse
the transitionn52→1, the lubrication film in the centra
region of the contact area again switches to the fcc~100!
layer structure, facilitating density fluctuations and the nuc
ation of a hole. A complete squeeze-out of the second mo
layer does not occur in the present case but, as mentio
above, ann52 island is trapped, completely surrounded
n51 film area. The size and structure of the trapped isla
are illustrated by Fig. 22.

We have also studied the system during squeezing
sliding @see curve~b! in Fig. 19#. The upper surface of the
block moves towards the bottom surface of the substrate w
the velocity vz'4.4 m/s and parallel to the substrate wi
four times higher velocity (vx'17.7 m/s). In this case we

n

FIG. 19. The dependence of the average pressure~top! and the average Xe
kinetic energy~bottom! on the distance the upper surface of the block h
moved towards the bottom surface of the substrate. Results are shown f~a!
squeezing withvz'4.4 m/s and~b! squeezing (vz'4.4 m/s) and sliding at
vx517.7 m/s. For model~B! with T5200 K.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 20. Snapshot pictures during squeeze-out. The time of each snapshot is indicated. Note that a trappedn52 island occurs in the last snapshot picture. F
model ~B! at T5200 K.
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find that the final state of the lubrication film consists of
single Xe monolayer in the close contact region, in contr
to thevx50 case, where a trappedn52 island remains un-
der otherwise identical squeezing conditions. This is illu
trated in Fig. 23, which shows snapshot pictures of the c
tral part of the lubrication layer during squeezing and slidin
At t5220 a bilayer occurs and within each layer the
atoms form nearly perfect hexagonal structures. Att5240,
immediately before the onset of then52→1 squeeze-out
the central region has changed to the fcc~100!-layer structure
which facilitates then52→1 transition. Thus the layering
transitionn52→1 occurs rapidly after the transformation
the Xe-film into the~100!fcc layer structure. After the tran
sition n52→1 a nearly perfect hexagonal Xe monolayer
formed. Stable sliding with a single monolayer lubricant fi
is observed for a wide range of applied pressures. Howe
this state is unstable during sliding at high pressure, a
after a short time, first a domain wall superstructure
formed ~the snapshot att5340 shows an example of thi
structure, displaying also apparent structural defects! and,
with continuing sliding~at high velocity! at constant pressur
~i.e., with vz50), this monolayer gets more and more d
luted, until it vanishes after a sufficiently long time.
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. Commensurate layer

We consider now case~C!, where the lubricant mono
layer forms a commensurate (131) structure. The param
eters relevant for this case were given in Sec. III, and
equilibrium structure in the absence of an applied shear fo
is shown in Fig. 10~b!. Note that for a single atom adsorbe
on the substrate the binding energy is highest in the hol
sites (EB50.31 eV) and 39% smaller in the on-top sites,
that the lateral corrugation of the ground state potential
ergy surface in the present case equalsDE50.12 eV. The
substrate lattice constanta54.4 Å is close to the natura
Xe–Xe separation~which is close tor 054 Å). All the re-
sults presented below are forT580 K.

Figure 24~top! shows the average perpendicular stre
acting on the substrate~or block! as a function of the dis-
placement of the block towards the substrate. The block
the substrate are initially separated by about four Xe mo
layers. Calculations are presented for the squeeze velo
vz'4.6 m/s. The upper curve~a! is without lateral sliding
(vx50) while the lower curve~b! is for vx518.3 m/s. Note
that commensurate (131) adsorbate layers are strong
pinned, and even though in the present case the Xe subs
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 21. Snapshot pictures of the lubricant layer during squeeze-out, after removing the block and substrate atoms. Note then52 island in the last snapsho
picture. For model~B! and temperatureT5200 K.
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binding energy is much smaller than for the incommensur
case~A!, it is very hard to squeeze out the lubrication fil
when no lateral sliding is present. As already observed in
previous case, lateral sliding tends to break the pinning
turning the adsorbate layer into a fluidized or disorder
state, thus facilitating the squeeze-out of the lubricant~see
Fig. 26!. However, the squeeze out is very slow and slu
gish, and, in this case, it is not possible to detect any str
ture in the pressure vs. distance curves@the small oscillations
in curve~b! reflect atomistic stick-slip motion of the lubrica
tion film#. The bottom figure shows the average kinetic e

FIG. 22. Snapshot pictures from two different view angles, of the trap
island at the last time point in Fig. 21. For model~B! at T5200 K.
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ergy of a Xe atom. The lower curve~a! is without lateral
sliding (vx50) while the upper curve~b! is for vx

'18.3 m/s. Note that the kinetic energy picked up by the
atoms during squeeze-out is much smaller than for the
commensurate case~A!, where the lateral barrier experience
by the Xe atoms is much smaller. Note also the presenc
stick-slip oscillations in the Xe kinetic energy during slidin

Figure 25 shows the~average! frictional shear stress act
ing on the block during sliding@case~b!#, which displays
clear stick-slip oscillations. Since the average pressure a
end of the simulation is about;3 GPa and the average she
stress;0.3 GPa~see figure!, the kinetic friction coefficient
in the present case is of order;0.1, which is typical for
boundary lubricated surfaces.

Figure 26 shows a sequence of snapshot pictures of
central region during squeezing and sliding. Note that
last configuration has a single monolayer of lubrication
oms in the central contact region, in contrast to the c
wherevx50, where it was not possible to squeeze out a
lubrication atom. Figure 27 shows snapshot pictures of
central part of the lubrication layer for the system in Fig. 2
In general, the lubrication film forms commensurate (131)
layers, but with many defects and incomplete layers. T

d
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FIG. 23. Snapshot pictures of the lubricant layer during squeeze-out and sliding, after removing the block and substrate atoms. For model~B! and temperature
T5200 K.
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the picture att5160 has a small region withn51 at the
center of then52 film. The squeeze out of the second lay
occurs very slowly, and in a complex manner.

Figure 28 reports thet5230 snapshot in Fig. 27 with
graphical changes that highlight the relation between
structure of the lubricant and of the solid surfaces: the rad
of the Xe atoms has been reduced, and the top layer of
strate atoms and bottom layer of block atoms have been
cluded~open circles! in this illustration. A detailed analysis
shows that the Xe monolayer region above symbol A
pinned to the block and moves with the speed of the bloc
the left. The bilayer region below symbol B is pinned to t
substrate and hence stationary. At the boundary betw
these two regions local disordering or fluidization occu
contributing to the energy dissipation and to the fricti
force.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented the results of computer simulati
where, for the first time, both long-range elasticity a
curved surfaces have been included in a realistic man
The most important results of the study are as follows:
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~i! Atomic fluids confined to narrow spaces between fl
solid surfaces form well-defined layers parallel to the s
faces. We expect this result to be valid for molecular lub
cants as well. As a function of the external pressure,
observe discrete layering transitions (n→n21), which are
thermally activated. If the lubrication layers are unpinned
weakly pinned by the solid walls, the squeeze-out of a la
can occur rapidly. For pinned incommensurate or comm
surate layers, the squeeze-out can be slow and sluggish

~ii ! Sometimes we observe incomplete squeeze-out,
sulting in trapped islands, e.g.,n52 island completely sur-
rounded byn51 film area. This has also been observed
recent experiments.9

~iii ! For pinned lubrication films, squeeze-out occu
much more easily when lateral sliding is superimposed
squeezing. This results from the breaking up of the pinn
structures induced by sliding. Also this effect has been
served in experiments.3

~iv! It is very difficult, if possible at all, to squeeze out
commensurate solid lubrication film in the absence of late
sliding. However, when the two surfaces slide with respec
each other, the lubricant film can often be complete
squeezed out of the interface.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~v! In some cases we have observed, immediately be
each layering transition, the formation of an intermedi
phase in the lubrication film, localized in the high pressu
region between the solids. This transformation allows

FIG. 24. The dependence of the average pressure~top! and the average Xe
kinetic energy~bottom! on the distance the upper surface of the block h
moved towards the bottom surface of the substrate. Results are shown f~a!
squeezing withvz'4.6 m/s and~b! squeezing (vz'4.6 m/s) and sliding at
vx518.3 m/s. For model~C! with T580 K.

FIG. 25. The average interfacial shear stress acting on the block du
sliding and squeezing during simulation~b! in Fig. 24.
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surfaces to approach each other, resulting in a gain of ela
energy, which is the driving force for the layering transfo
mation.

~vi! When the lateral barrier associated with the slidi
of a lubricant layer over the solid surfaces is small compa
with the effective barrier experienced when the lubricant la
ers slide relative to each other, no slip occurs between
lubricant layers during squeeze-out, but slip occurs only
the solid–lubricant interfaces. That is, the lubricant lay
slides as a single unit relative to the solid walls. This
observed for incommensurate layers which are unpinned
weakly pinned by the substrate, while it is not observed
strongly pinned commensurate layers, where the squeeze
~which now only occur during sliding! is much more com-
plex.

We are at present extending the work presented abov
sliding at constant external load~or pressure!.4 We will also
consider other lubricants, e.g., chain molecules, as wel
solids with different lattice constant and different elas
properties~e.g., soft elastic solids such as rubber!. We plan
also to study the influence of different types of surface c
rugation on squeeze-out and sliding dynamics.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix we describe the model we have used
the computer simulations. The coordinate vector of the p
ticle associated to lattice siten5(nx , ny) (nx51,.., Nx ;
ny51,.., Ny) in the bottom layer of atoms in the block i
denoted byr n , and the coordinate vector of the correspon
ing particle in the top layer of the substrate is denoted
r n* where n5(nx , ny) (nx51,..,Nx* ; ny51,..,Ny* ) with
Lx5Nxa5Nx* a* andLy5Nya5Ny* a* , wherea anda* are
the lattice constants of the block and substrate, respectiv
and Lx and Ly the width in thex- and y-directions of the
system ~we use periodic boundary conditions in th
x,y-directions!. Between the block and substrate we will a
sume a layer~monolayer or more! of lubrication atoms,
which interact via Lenard-Jones pair potentials. We also
sume that the lubrication molecules interact with the ato
of the solid surfaces via Lenard-Jones potentials~see below!.

In this article we assume that the block has a cos
corrugation. In this case, when the block is pushed towa
the substrate, the area of real contact will depend on
external load. With a corrugated surface we can study
transition from hydrodynamic lubrication to boundary lub
cation, and also how the layering transitions occur as mo
layers of lubrication ‘‘fluids’’ are squeezed out from the ar
of real contact between the block and the substrate. All qu
tities referring to the substrate will be distinguished fro
those of the block by the upper index* . Associated with the
block we introduce the matrices

s

ng
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FIG. 26. Snapshot pictures during squeeze-out and sliding@case~b! in Fig. 24#. The time of each snapshot is indicated. For model~C! at T580 K.
g

m

ions

e

Kx5S k0 0 0

0 k0B 0

0 0 k0B

D , Ky5S k0B 0 0

0 k0 0

0 0 k0B

D ,

K15S k1B 0 0

0 k1B 0

0 0 k1

D ,

and similar matricesKx* , Ky* , andK1* for the substrate. The
quantitiesk0 , k0B , k1 , andk1B were defined in Sec. III.

Equations of motion

The equation of motion for the center-of-massX(t)
5(X,Y,Z)(t) of the block is

M Ẍ5ks@Xs~ t !2X# x̂1mh(
n

~ ṙ n2Ẋ!2(
n

fn

2K1•(
n

@X1na1hnẑ2r n2Wẑ#, ~A1!

whereXs(t) is the coordinate for the free end of the sprin
which, in most cases, is assumed to beXs5vst, with a con-
stant spring velocityvs .

The equations of motion for the atoms in the botto
layer of the upper block are
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
,

mr̈ n52mh~ ṙ n2Ẋ!1Kx•~r n1 x̂1r n2 x̂22r n!

1Ky•~r n1 ŷ1r n2 ŷ22r n!

1K1•@X1na1hnẑ2r n2Wẑ#1Fn1fn, ~A2!

where

Fn52
]V

]r n
. ~A3!

In our case, we have

V5(
ni

v13~r n2xi !1(
ni

v12~r n* 2xi !1(
nn8

v23~r n* 2r n8!

1
1

2 (
i j

v1~xi2xj !, ~A4!

where~with r 5uxu)

v1~x!54e0F S r 0

r D 12

2S r 0

r D 6G , ~A5!

and similar expressions are assumed forv12 andv13. In the
present calculations we have neglected the direct interact
between the two solids, i.e.,v2350. The ‘‘corrugation’’
functionhn is in principle arbitrary, but in this article we us

hn5z02h0 cos~qnxa!,
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FIG. 27. Snapshot pictures of the lubricant layer during squeeze-out and sliding@case~b! in Fig. 24#, after removing the block and substrate atoms. For mo
~C! and temperatureT580 K.
.

, a
th

is

di

he

is
where q52p/Lx , where Lx5Nxa is the width ~or wave-
length! in the x-direction of the surface profile of the block
In the present calculations we useh050.1Lx . Note that from
Eqs.~A1! and ~A2!

M Ẍ1(
n

mr̈ n5ks@Xs~ t !2X# x̂1(
n

Fn, ~A6!

i.e., the acceleration of the center-of-mass of the block is
expected, determined by total external force acting on
block.

The forcefn is a stochastically fluctuating force which
assumed to satisfy

^ f n
i ~ t ! f n8

j
~ t8!&52mhkBTd~ t2t8!d i j dnn8 , ~A7!

whereT is the temperature.
The dampingh corresponds to the phonon energy ra

ated into the block and we show below thath5AcT /a,
wherecT is the transverse sound velocity andA a constant of
order unity. The coordinatez0 determines the~average! per-
pendicular pressure

P5(
n

ẑ•Fn /~Na2!,
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
s
e

-

whereN5NxNy .
The equations of motion for the lubrication atoms are

m1ẍi52
]V

]xi
. ~A8!

The equation of motion for the top layer of atoms of t
substrate

m* r̈ n* 1m* h* ṙ n*

5Kx* •~r n1 x̂* 1r n2 x̂* 22r n* !1Ky* •~r n1 ŷ* 1r n2 ŷ* 22r n* !

1K1* •@hn* ẑ1na* 2r n* 2W* ẑ#1Fn* 1fn* , ~A9!

where

Fn* 52
]V

]r n*
. ~A10!

The force fn* is a stochastically fluctuating force which
assumed to satisfy

^ f n*
i~ t ! f n8

* j
~ t8!&52m* h* kBTd~ t2t8!d i j dnn8 . ~A11!
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Dimensionless units

It is convenient to measure time in units oft
5(mr0

2/e0)1/2 and length in units ofr 0 . In these units, Eq.
~A2! takes the form

r̈ n52h̄~ ṙ n2Ẋ!1K̄x•~r n1 x̂1r n2 x̂22r n!

1K̄y•~r n1 ŷ1r n2 ŷ22r n!

1K̄1•@X1na1hnẑ2r n2Wẑ#1F̄n1 f̄ n,

where h̄5ht, K̄x5Kxr 0
2/e0 ~and similar for K̄y and K̄1),

F̄5Fr 0 /e0 and f̄5fr 0 /e0 . Note also that Eq.~A7! takes the
form

^ f̄ n
i ~ t ! f̄ n8

j
~ t8!&52h̄T̄d~ t2t8!d i j dnn8 ,

whereT̄5kBT/e0 and where timet is measured in units oft.

Derivation of h

We have shown elsewhere that when an adsorbed a
vibrates, it will experience a damping due to emission
lattice waves.12 We can apply the same theory to the pres
case, where the adatoms are replaced by an atom in the
tom layer of the block~or top layer of the substrate!. If we
treat the atom as an Einstein oscillator with the character
resonance frequencyv0 , then

FIG. 28. Snapshott5230 from Fig. 27 with different size of the lubricatio
atoms and with the substrate and block atoms included. The monolayer
region above A is pinned to the block and moves with the sliding velocity
the block. The bilayer below B is pinned to the substrate and hence sta
ary. For model~C! and temperatureT580 K.
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m
f
t
ot-

ic

h'
m0v0

4

8rcT
3

, ~A12!

wherer5m0 /a3 is the mass density andv0
2'2k0 /m0 . Us-

ing cT
2'k0a2/m0 givesh'cT/2a. More generally one may

write h5AcT /a whereA is a constant of order unity. Note
that sincev0'cT /a the oscillator is overdamped.

Calculation of the effective corrugation

If we write

r n5na1u~n!,

then, if u(n) varies slowly withn, we can treatn as a con-
tinuous variable and expand

u~n1 x̂!5u~n!1
]u

] nx
1

1

2

]2 u

] nx
2 1 . . . ,

where the derivatives are calculated in the pointn. If we
expandu(n1 ŷ) in the same way and substitute the results
Eq. ~A2! we get for a stationary case,

Kx•
]2 u

] nx
2 1Ky•

]2 u

] ny
2 1K1•~@z02h0 cos~qx!# ẑ2u2Wẑ!

1Fn50.

Since x5nxa, the z-component of this equation takes th
form

a2k0B

]2uz

]x2 1k1@z02h0 cos~qx!2uz2W#52Fz~x!.

~A13!

In the present caseFz50 so that the solution to this equatio
is

uz5u11u2 cos~qx!,

whereu1 andu2 are constants given by

u15z02W,

u252
h0

11~k0B /k1!~qa!2 .

In this article q52p/Lx and with k0B5Ga and k1

5Ea2/W1 we get (k0B /k1)(qa)25@2p2/(11n)#
3(aW1 /Lx

2). In the simulations in this articleLx /a5150 or
200, W15100 Å, and 2.1 Å,a,4.4 Å, so that (k0B /k1)
3(qa)2'0.0120.02, i.e., to within one or two percent, th
lower free surface of the elastic slab will follow the rigi
profile to which the upper surface has been ‘‘glued.’’

Pressure distribution

Let us assume that the cylindrical asperity described
Eq. ~A13! is squeezed against a flat rigid substrate. This w
give rise to contact forLx/22 l ,x,Lx/21 l , where 2l de-
note the width~in the x-direction! of the contact area. It is
convenient to introducex̄5x2Lx/2. In this section we cal-
culate the pressure distribution at the interface under the
sumption thatql!1. In this case we can expand cos(qx)
52cos(qx̄)'2@12(qx̄)2/2# so that Eq.~A13! takes the form

lm
f
n-
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a2k0B

]2uz

] x̄2 1k1~z01h0@12~qx̄!2/2#2uz2W!52Fz .

~A14!

In the contact region2 l , x̄, l we haveuz5const5u0 so
that Eq.~A14! takes the form

k1~z01h0@12~qx̄!2/2#2u02W!52Fz .

Thus it follows that

Fz5a2s~ x̄!,

where the perpendicular stress or pressure

s~ x̄!5s0~12 x̄2/ l 2!, ~A15!

with

s05~k1l 2/2a2!h0q2, ~A16!

and

h0~ql !252~h01z02u02W!.

Note that the average pressure over the contact area is 2
the maximum (s0) pressure. This stress averaged over
whole region 0,x,Lx equals

P5
1

Lx
E

l

l

dx̄ s~ x̄!5
4s0l

3Lx
. ~A17!

Combining Eqs.~A16! and ~A17! and usingk15Ea2/W
gives

s05S 9h0

8W
p2P2ED 1/3

.

Numerical implementation

The equations of motion are integrated by the veloc
version of the Verlet algorithm.13 The time step is set to
0.001t wheret5(mr0

2/e0)1/2, giving a very good conserva
Downloaded 21 Dec 2006 to 134.94.122.39. Redistribution subject to AIP
of
e

y

tion of the total energy when the fluctuating external force
set to zero. To enhance the efficiency of the implementat
and to improve its long time stability, the Lennard-Jon
potentials used in the simulations are truncated atr 53.5r 0 ,
and replaced by a cubic polynomial for 3.5,r /r 0,4. The
potentials are assumed to be identically zero forr .4r 0 . The
coefficients of the polynomial are selected in such a way t
each resulting potential is everywhere continuous with
first derivative. The Cartesian components of the stocha
force with Gaussian distribution, entering Eq.~A2!, is gen-
erated by the algorithm described in Ref. 14.
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